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Thirst for engagement
With each other and with the College
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The game has changed
Technologically and culturally
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- Mobile Friendly: >50% Web and Email
- 4% Barnard College
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Innovate
Or someone else will
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How does this advance the College?
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Breaking down barriers

- Bringing Barnard to alumnae
- Communications as engagement
- Building a global community of Barnard alumnae
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OUR BARNARD

Engage | Enlighten | Empower
Our Barnard is the name of a new alumnae online presence and is also intended to be part of the URL for the new website (our.barnard.edu).
Mission

By mobilizing alumnae and friends to convene, inspire, and take action, both in person and online, Our Barnard aims to empower Barnard graduates of every generation to advance the College and change the world.
Barnard alumnae are women of boldness and intellect. Their online community will be reflective. As such, the design and functionality of the website is vivid and lively. Content is concise, informative, compelling, and contains an urgent call to action.
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Thoughts?
Email Matt
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